
 
 

When it comes to investing, keeping in 
mind time-proven, fundamental principles 
is highly advisable. This holds true 
regardless of where we are in the market 
and economic cycle at any given point. 
These fundamentals are summarized as 
follows: 

1. An investment’s value is based on its 
future stream of cash flows. The price of a 
stock has to eventually reflect the value of 
the underlying business. 

2. The stock market can’t be predicated 
with any precision. This has changed 
despite a plethora of confident forecasters. 
You shouldn’t be surprised if stocks are up another 20% a year from now or down by just as 
much. Basing investment decisions on where you think the market is going is little more than 
guessing. 

3. Markets consistently overreact. Stock prices are considerably more volatile than revenues and 
profits. They regularly go further than the news would justify. Sometimes, much further. This can 
be disconcerting, but for investors who have time and understand value investing, it presents 
opportunity.  

4. If you’re looking for perfect information, you’ll miss the market. You risk missing out on the 
bulk of a price recovery if you wait for certainty. The market will bottom well before a recession, 
crisis or pandemic is declared over.  

5. You make most of your money in bear markets (down markets) -you just don’t know it until 
later. There isn’t much good news to lean on when stocks are down, which makes for 
conservative forecasts and low expectations. This is a great combination for value investors to 
capitalize on by buying low and later, selling high. 



6. If in doubt, it’s cyclical. We all want to catch the next emerging trend (like cloud computing), 
but most trends are cyclical in nature. Too much or too little of something will create the 
opposite circumstance. Weak demand and low prices cause shutdowns, less investment and 
ultimately, shortages. The price explosion of lumber, used cars, semiconductors and shipping 
containers is not a reflection of a paradigm shift, but rather repeated cycles.  

7. Cycles that go on for a long time and reach extreme levels don’t end well. Years of expansion 
leading to excess takes time to work off. On this fundamental, the rule is being tested because 
near-zero interest rates and government largess have extended most cycles.  

8. Debt is a double-edged sword, because it exaggerates good and bad outcomes. Consider a 
simple example: you put $100k down to buy a $500k home. If the prices rises 20% to $600k, 
you’ve doubled your equity. If it drops 20%, your equity is gone. Today, low carrying costs are 
obscuring the risks that go along with bad balance sheets. But they’re still there.  

9. Trying to get there fast reduces the chance you’ll get there at all. The shorter your time 
frame, the less it’s about investing (growth + dividends) and more about speculation (timing + 
the bigger fool theory). Time is an important variable in all investment strategies. The more you 
have, the more reliable the return.  

10. Investor sentiment is still the best risk management tool you have. This is a contrarian 
indicator that signals caution when your Uber driver or hairdresser tells you to buy something, 
and opportunity when they’ve panicked and sold everything.  

So there it is, the top 10 investment 
principles which have withstood 
the test of time and I believe will 
continue to serve investors well 
going forward. These principles are 
incorpora ted in to our asse t 
allocation portfolios and in the 
advice we give to our clients. In 
time, they serve as the bedrock of a 
well-diversified, well-managed 
approach to building wealth over 
the long term. 

Be safe, be well! 
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